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Motivating Students: How to Influence Expectancy—the Effort to Outcome Link
Expectancy Theory
Increasing students’ perceived control
of their learning environment

Expectancy Theory (Vroom, 1964) suggests motivation is
influenced by three variables that are equally important:
Motivation = Expectancy x Instrumentality x Valence

CHOICE/FLEXIBILITY

VARIETY

Instrumentality =
Outcome
Reward link

Expectancy =
Effort
Outcome link

Example:
Will learning the
material help the
student do well on
the exam or in the
class?

Example:
Will studying help
the student learn the
material?

Valence = Reward

How much does the student desire that result
(doing well on the
exam/in the class)?

Preliminary Findings

In a study focused on
whether the introduction of accounting
software will enhance learning outcomes in a beginning accounting class,
we used Expectancy Theory (Vroom,
1964) to predict and better understand
how the accounting software operates.
Based on prior research, we hypothesize that it operates by influencing
EXPECTANCY through three
channels:

Increasing the students’ confidence/self-efficacy

Decreasing the students’
perceived goal difficulty

Vroom, Victor Harold. Work and Motivation. New York: Wiley, 1964. Print.

Offer a variety of learning
tools for varying types of
learners (e.g., books,
videos, narrated slides,
tutorials, interactive
online practice sets).
Offer multiple methods for
students to assess their own
learning and mastery of the
material (extra practice
problems, online practice
quizzes, links to external web
resources). Be sure to explain
your intentions to help them
make the connection.
Allow frequent student input on
what tools work best for them; be
clear on things that are not up for
negotiation.

Applying Expectancy
Theory

Increasing the students’
perceived control of their
learning environment

Give students choices
and flexibility where
possible (e.g., how to
earn points, optional
study sessions or extra
practice sets).

YES!

OFFER TIPS

INCENTIVES
Give incentives for
students’ use of
additional resources
such as tutors or online
homework forums.

Allow students to occasionally
miss (without penalty) one
assignment OR have an
alternative remedy they can
choose (such as completing a
longer online assignment) to
still receive credit.
Allow student input on how to
structure the class and respond
to their feedback with actions
(ideas you can implement) or
words (ideas you cannot implement and why).

Tell students success
stories and link it to
their effort (e.g., all
students who make a
genuine effort to
learn this material
will pass this class).

Introduce tutors to your
class so students will feel
more comfortable
enlisting help.
Make yourself accessible and
easy to approach: keep a candy
jar in your office, respond quickly to e-mail inquiries, take an
active interest in students’
questions and recognize that for
some it may be very hard to approach you.

Consider opportunities such as
allowing students to drop one quiz.

Explain what high
achievers are doing to
perform well. For
example, one semester I
calculated that 87% of
those achieving A’s on
the exam completed
every online practice
quiz ahead of time.
Ask top achievers during class
to share test or quiz
preparation practices that
worked for them.(e.g., creating
flashcards to learn
terminology).

Motivating Students: How to Influence Instrumentality—the Outcome to
Reward Link

YES!

YES!

Increase students’
confidence/self-efficacy

Communicate, Communicate, Communicate

Clearly define all grade
points and graded
assignments at the
beginning of the course.

Explain how grading
curves are applied and
be clear about
opportunities for extra
credit.

Be very clear about all
grading policies and explain how
performance on homework, attendance, quizzes, exams and other components translates to
grades in the class.

Follow through on all promises (incentives, opportunities).

Post grades for
all
assignments to
enhance clarity.

Be sure that all grading
components fairly test the
topics outlined and do not
test subjects or topics that
were not clearly defined and
identified as course materials.

Decrease students’ perceptions of
goal difficulty

BE ENTHUSIASTIC, YET
CLEAR ON EXPECTATIONS

ASSESS CLASS DIFFICULTY

EMPHASIZE COOPERATION

Tell them you are
extremely
interested in their
success and that
you will bend
over backwards to
help them in any
way you can.

Make sure exams
and quizzes are a
fair reflection of
what is covered in
class and in outside readings and
assignments.

Encourage
students to work
together to share
strategies.

Explain that you hold
them accountable for
staying current in the
class.

Be cautious about time
pressure on exams
(e.g., “What, is s/he
trying to kill me?”)

Add incentives (and
disincentives?) to keep
them current with the
material. Call on them
in class!

Be reasonable.

Let them know you believe
in them and continue to
give them opportunities to
excel.

Regularly ask for feedback,
implement good suggestions and
explain and thank students each
time you use one of their ideas
(incentives?).
Listen as much as you talk.
Remind students of resources available.

Motivating Students: Valence
Communicate Incentives
Help students understand the
importance of the class grade to
their academic career.

Be objective
and be fair:
never treat
grades as a tool
for
penalties or reward for
kindnesses.

Use the variety and choice
techniques listed under perceived
control of the learning
environment.

Be cautious with grading
curves that restrict the
number of top grades (in any
case, be clear about curves).

Explain how success in an accounting
program will give them marketability
and offer many choices for career
opportunities.
Explain that even if they do not continue
with an accounting major, financial
accounting will give them useful practical
applications should they ever decide to
start a small business.
Communicate alumni success stories.

Tell students how an
accounting major,
while rigorous,
offers bragging
rights.
Explain the sense of selfaccomplishment that comes with
doing well in an accounting class.
Regularly share articles, industry
magazines and other literature to help
students understand the types of jobs
and opportunities accounting offers.

Create Classroom Incentives
Incent high achievers! I tell
students I will recommend top
achievers for our Deloitte
Audit Competition in the
following year.

Incent all students (e.g., to perform
better than they did on the last exam) with “super secret” rewards that
only accountants would offer like
Pink Pearl or Magic Rub erasers.
Everyone loves a competition!

